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1. Introduction
World over, the COVID-19 pandemic has had unprecedented effects on all sectors of the global
economy including the media. The pandemic that was first detected in China in late 2019 spread
across the entire world, infecting and killing millions of people. By June 5, 2021 there were a
total of 171 million cases and 3.6 million deaths as a result of COVID-19.1

Free and independent media that provide accurate information, facilitate public debate, and
hold power to account have never been more critical than now when we are in the middle of a
global pandemic. The media perform an important role of providing accurate information to
citizens during health emergencies.2 During health crises such as the COVID-19, there is
normally an unprecedented amount of information that circulates within the public
necessitating extra precautions to avoid escalating the pandemic.3 This is especially the case
during this era where digital communication has made it easy for everyone to circulate
information globally. Like in war times, during health crises, the need for information within the
public is understandably very high as people seek for measures to protect themselves. Yet, the
media globally continue to face financial pressure to sustain their operations amidst reduced
revenue streams due to COVID-19. Safety of journalists as well as misinformation and
disinformation are also challenges that have taken on new urgency in the wake of COVID-19.
All these factors have combined to give independent journalism a tenuous hold in the East
African region. Yet, without strong and credible independent media, there is also a danger that
what the World Health Organisation (WHO) has called the COVID-19 infodemic (excessive
information, including misinformation and disinformation, about the pandemic) would
overwhelm the public.

Following the outbreak of the pandemic, most countries, including the East African Community
instituted a lockdown and curfew to control the spread of the pandemic. As a result, most
places of work were closed while those that continued operating had to change their work
structure and routines in a manner that allows social distancing at work. The media in the
region was one of the few sectors categorised as ‘essential workers’ that were allowed to
continue working during the pandemic.

In the early months of the pandemic, the WHO and the United Nations (UN) warned
governments against using the COVID-19 response measures as a pretext to curtail the right to
freedom of expression, and in particular freedom of journalists to do their work. The UN Special
Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Opinion, David Kaye, noted that in many countries
around the world, states have exploited the prevailing circumstances to crack down on
journalism, silence criticism, and punish the free flow of information in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic.4

4 https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063012

3 Ogbodo, J. N., Onwe, E. C., Chukwu, J., Nwasum, C. J., Nwakpu, E. S., Nwankwo, S. U., ... & Ogbaeja, N. I. (2020).
Communicating health crisis: a content analysis of global media framing of COVID-19. Health Promotion
Perspectives, 10(3), 257-269.

2 https://en.unesco.org/news/media-essential-and-emergency-service-response-covid-19

1

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019?adgroupsurvey={adgroupsurvey}&gclid=Cj0K
CQjwweyFBhDvARIsAA67M71VKHmJih4-H8qJZYpY8d7ilHev2J3tYks5faFt6MWstTBqk4MPOBgaAp0dEALw_wcB
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The UN warning followed reports that independent reporting was under new threats as a result
of the pandemic, with several states passing emergency laws curtailing the freedom of the
media, especially in developing countries.5 Eastern Africa has not been an exception in this
respect. For instance, journalists in Uganda, South Sudan, Burundi, Kenya and Rwanda have
been jailed, harassed or intimidated for their reporting on how their governments have
responded to the pandemic. In Tanzania, the government has banned or suspended media
houses and passed new regulations that have adversely affected the right to free expression and
access to information at a time when there are no official reports on the status of COVID-19 in
the country.6 The new regulations prohibit the publication of “content with information with
regards to the outbreak of a deadly or contagious disease in the country or elsewhere without
the approval of the respective authorities.” 7

In Kenya, the violations included physical assault, arrests, verbal threats and online harassment.
Although journalists were listed as essential service workers and exempted from curfew
restrictions, reports indicate that journalists on duty were harassed.8
The threats to independent journalism and the media do not only emanate from governments
but also from members of the public.

Press freedom in the East African region was already under serious limits even before the
pandemic. According to the 2019 Freedom House ranking, Rwanda, South Sudan, and Burundi
were all ranked as ‘not free’ while Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania were only ranked as ‘partly
free.’9 Before COVID-19, there were growing concerns about the phenomenon of “media
capture”, which often involves control over the news media by political and business interests
as well as licensing and regulatory bodies that are usually not independent of governments.

2. Developing the Regional Media Freedom Advocacy Strategy for East Africa

2.1 Methodology

This media freedom advocacy strategy is informed by a research conducted using qualitative
and quantitative research methods of interviews and a survey to establish threats to media and
freedom of expression in East Africa during the COVID-19 pandemic.

9 https://freedomhouse.org/country/tanzania/freedom-world/2019

8 How COVID-19 has worsened attacks against journalists in Kenya (theconversation.com)

7

https://cipesa.org/2020/08/tanzania-entrenches-digital-rights-repression-amidst-covid-19-denialism-and-a-loomin
g-election/

6

https://cpj.org/2020/07/tanzania-bans-kwanza-online-tv-for-11-months-citing-misleading-instagram-post-on-covid
-19/

5

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/may/06/coronavirus-could-trigger-media-extinction-eve
nt-in-developing-countries?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Gmail
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The interviews and survey were conducted among 80 journalists and 32 media managers.
Thirty-one of the journalists were drawn from radio; 16 were taken from television, 21 from
newspapers, while 12 journalists were taken from online media. Fourteen of the 32 media
managers were drawn from radio, 10 from newspapers, five from television and another three
from online media outlets.

The strategy is informed by a synthesis of the threats to media freedoms in East Africa,
particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, committed by both state and non-state actors. It is
also informed by a review of the legal and policy regime in the individual countries. It lays out
strategies for combating the growing threats to media freedom in East Africa and will be the
basis for ACME and regional partners to advance media freedoms in the region to safeguard
media freedom, media independence and media viability concerns.
This regional advocacy approach is based on the understanding that the safety and security of
the media/journalists is very critical in guaranteeing the independence and professionalism of
the media, which in turn works to serve as effective watchdogs and promoters of democratic
principles in growing democracies in the East Africa region.

2.2 Key findings and safety issues from the consultative process

The issues of concern fall under three broad categories namely press freedom violations, health,
and the economic effects of COVID-19. The majority of journalists (63%) we surveyed reported
that they had faced threats in their work during the COVID-19 pandemic period.

The threats include: Salary cut/reduction, threat of getting infected with COVID-19, restriction
of movement, layoffs, unavailable news sources, arrest after moving past curfew, fear of death,
hiked transport fares, lack of enough protective gear, physical assault, risk of prosecution and
imprisonment, harassment by sources while investigating COVID-19 related stories, and denial
of access to information.

The police/security agencies, government officials, media regulatory agencies were reported as
the major sources of threats to journalists in the region.

The survey reveals that many journalists are struggling with the psychological effects of
reporting during the COVID-19 pandemic. At least five out of every ten respondents reported
that they experienced depression, anxiety, loss of sleep, getting bad and negative thoughts.
The psychological effects suffered include: depression, anxiety, exhaustion and burnout, loss of
sleep, getting negative thoughts, and feeling helpless.

On the economic front, the failure to collect money from debtors was a serious setback for
media houses in the region, especially Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi. The effects included:
drop in circulation and audiences, drop in advertising revenue, loss of staff and failure to collect
money from debtors.

The media has also been accused of lacking a certain level of professionalism, including the
requisite stills, knowledge and tools to prevent (or mitigate the effects of) the attacks once they
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happen10. Secondly, the majority of media houses do not have the capacity or interest in
monitoring and documenting journalists’ safety issues, making it difficult for media support
and other human rights organisations to effectively engage in advocacy work that requires
evidence of the alleged attacks. Additionally, almost none of them have a written safety policy
that is readily available to staff11.

It was also noted that the impunity of perpetrators of violence against journalists has served to
fuel a cycle of attacks as the perpetrators know nothing will happen to them. The situation, it
was noted, is not helped by the underhand methods used by the perpetrators to intimidate the
victims into dropping court cases against them, as happened to a number of journalists12 who
had been beaten.

2.3 Purpose of the Joint Advocacy Strategy

Purpose
This regional advocacy strategy seeks to advance and advocate for a free and independent
media in the East African region.

2.4 Strategic Objectives

2.4.1 Strategic Objective ONE: Strengthening the capacity of journalists and media houses to
effectively respond to threats to media freedom and media independence

Proposed Activities
✔ Organise at least one engagement with media owners on the safety and protection of

journalists
✔ Regular engagement with security organisations on the need to safeguard the safety and

protection of journalists
✔ Together with media houses, develop safety and protection plans/protocols for their

journalists
✔ Review and document all legal cases against journalists and media houses in the region,

including their status
✔ Review on-going cases, and the nature of legal support needed and also come up with

strategies for successful defence of cases.
✔ Partner with lawyers/law firms to provide the required legal support to the journalists and

media houses.
✔ Establish mechanisms to capture and document violations against journalists to facilitate

follow up.
✔ Raise awareness among journalists about their rights and responsibilities and how to claim

them.

Key strategies
✔ Develop talking points highlighting the nature and trend of media attacks

12 Names withheld to protect their identity

11 Ibid

10 https://hrnjuganda.org/?wpfb_dl=33 accessed on 17 December 2017
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✔ Develop policy briefs about media safety in the region to be used in the meetings
✔ Breakfast meetings with selected influencers
✔ Regular media briefings on the state of media safety in the different countries
✔ Act as amicus curiae in court cases affecting media freedom and freedom of expression

2.4.2 Strategic Object TWO: Ensure the review and repeal of retrogressive laws and policies
that affect media freedom in the region

Key Activities
✔ Legal analysis of the laws and policies that affect media freedom in the different East

African countries
✔ Institute court cases (strategic litigation) against retrogressive legal provisions practices

against media freedom and freedom of expression in the region.
✔ Partner with regional and international freedom of expression support organisations for

support to media freedom
✔ Promote media self-regulation in the region by working with umbrella organisations such as

Uganda Media Sector Working Group, Kenya Media Sector Working Group, among others.
✔ Rollout a name and shame scheme to combat the growing impunity by violators of freedom

of expression and freedom of the media.

Key strategies
✔ Develop policy briefs on laws and policies impacting media safety and protection in the

region
✔ Making submissions to regional and international peer review mechanisms on key

retrogressive media laws and policies.

2.4.3 Strategic Object THREE: Raise awareness about the importance of a free and
independent media in fostering democracy

✔ Develop IEC materials with key messages
✔ Lobby heads of security agencies to work closely with media agencies and streamline

the partnership to address violations and establish mechanisms to stop such violations.
✔ Engage regulatory agencies such as Uganda Communications Commission, Kenya

Communications Commission, and Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority to adopt less
belligerent regulation practices.

✔ Promote and strengthen media self-regulation mechanisms in the different countries
✔ Support and strengthen media professional bodies in the region in a bid to spearhead

professionalism among journalists.
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3. TARGET AUDIENCES
1. Name/Organisation Strategic Reason/Type of influence

BURUNDI
2. Minister of the Interior, Community

Development and Public Security
In charge of driving police on issues of security,
law and order

3. Burundi National Defence Force Enforces the law including the arbitrary arrest
of journalists doing their work

4. National Police of Burundi Enforces the law including the arbitrary arrest
of journalists doing their work

5. The Inspectorate of Public Security
(IGPS)

As the agency tasked with oversight
responsibilities over the ministry of Public
security and document complaints against
police

KENYA
1. The Kenya Police Service Enforces the law including the arbitrary arrest

of journalists doing their work
2. General Service Unit (GSU) Are one of the key enforcers of the law and

therefore a key cog in the safety and security of
journalists

3. County government officials As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists

4. Communication, information &
innovation committee of the
national assembly

Parliament is in charge of reviewing and
making laws and policies affecting the media
and freedom of expression in Kenya

5. Members of the public Beneficiaries of free media but at times also
violate the safety and security of journalists

6. Media regulators In their oversight role, they sometimes
compromise media independence and freedom
of expression.

7. Advertisers Use their financial muscle to capture media
8. Media owners They shape editorial policy and practice, and

consequently media standards, professionalism
and independence.

RWANDA
1. Rwanda National Police Are one of the key enforcers of the law and

therefore a key cog in the safety and security of
journalists

2. Rwanda Investigative Bureau ( RIB)
and Police agents

Are one of the key enforcers of the law and
therefore a key cog in the safety and security of
journalists
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3. Parliamentary standing committee
on unity, human rights and fight
against genocide

Parliament is in charge of reviewing and
making laws and policies affecting the media
and freedom of expression in Rwanda

4. The Rwanda Governance Board, The play regulatory and oversight functions
that have ramifications on freedom of
expression and of the media

5. The Rwanda Media Commission, The play regulatory and oversight functions
that have ramifications on freedom of
expression and of the media

6. The Rwanda Utilities Regulatory
Authorities

The play regulatory and oversight functions
that have ramifications on freedom of
expression and of the media

7. General public Stakeholders in a free and independent media
who also sometimes violate safety and security
if journalists

SOUTHERN SUDAN
1. The South Sudan Police Are one of the key enforcers of the law and

therefore a key cog in the safety and security of
journalists

2. Transitional National Legislative
Assembly

Parliament is in charge of reviewing and
making laws and policies affecting the media
and freedom of expression in South Sudan

3. Local government officials As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists

4. The Media Authority They regulate the media and have a bearing on
media independence and freedom of expression

5. Army officers As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists

6. General public Stakeholders in a free and independent media
who also sometimes violate safety and security
if journalists

UGANDA
No Name/Organisation Strategic reason/Type of influence
1 Minister for the Presidency The ministry is in-charge of the Resident

District Commissioners
2 Resident District Commissioners

(RDCs)
RDCs wield a lot of power, and they have been
cited as perpetrators of media freedom rights,
including shutting down of radio stations.

3 Uganda Police Force especially
media department

As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists
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4 Uganda Peoples’ Defense Forces
which section? Human Rights
Directorate?

As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists

5 National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB)

Strong lobby group for the safety and
protection of journalists by government and
media owners

6 Uganda Media Owners’ Association
(UMOA)

Lobbying government for review of media
related laws; providing safety gears and
support for their journalists

7 Members of Parliament – Uganda
Parliamentary Forum on Media;
Legal and Parliamentary Affairs
Committee; Parliamentary
Committee on ICT

Parliament is in charge of reviewing and
making laws and policies affecting the media
and freedom of expression in Uganda

8. Local Defense Unit (LDU) As one of the perpetrators, the leadership can
bring to book their officers who violate the
safety and security of journalists

9. Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC)

Regulators whose actions have at times been
retrogressive to freedom of the media

4. KEY MESSAGES
▪ A free and professional media industry is a critical partner in promoting democracy,

economic development and good governance. Support journalists to play the role.
▪ Media plays a pivotal role in providing accurate and reliable information during crises,

such as pandemics and should be facilitated to do their job. Speak out for journalists
rights.

▪ It is everyone’s responsibility to protect and promote free expression and a free media
and independent media, report violations against journalists.

5. POTENTIAL PARTNERS

Potential partner(s) Strategic reason to partner Anticipated collaboration
Burundi

Local media houses such as
Iwacu Media Group,
Renaissance radio and television
stations, SoS Medias Burundi

They are practitioners on
the ground and victims of
the threats to their work

Convening press conferences
Issuing joint statements
Holding consultative meetings
with key stakeholders such as
security agencies, regulatory
agencies.
Mobilising other freedom of
expression and of the media
supporters.
Documenting and reporting
threats against the media
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Local Civil society groups
including: Burundi Human
Rights Initiative (BHRI),
Coalition Burundaise pour la
CPI (CB-CPI), Collectif des
Femmes Journalistes (CFJ)

Local CSOs, engaged in
human rights advocacy.

Convening press conferences
Issuing joint statements
Holding consultative meetings
with key stakeholders such as
security agencies, regulatory
agencies.
Mobilising other freedom of
expression and of the media
supporters.
Documenting and reporting
threats against the media

International and regional
Human Rights NGOs such as
International Service for Human
Rights (ISHR), Human Rights
Watch (HRW), International
Federation for Human Rights
(FIDH),
Defend Defenders (East and
Horn of Africa Human Rights
Defenders Project), Reporters
Without Borders (RSF).

They have international
clout and presence, have
experience, skills and
resources in campaigning
against various human
rights violations including
threats to media and
freedom of expression.

Issuing joint statements
Lobbying UN agencies
Lobbying local parliaments
Lobbying security agencies
Lobbying influential foreign
parliaments.
Build digital and physical
security competence and
capacity of the media in the
different countries.

The African Policing Civilian
Oversight Forum (APCOF)

An oversight organization
that monitors police
conduct and the rule of law
in general

Documenting threats
Lobbying police leadership to
uphold rule of law
Issuing joint statements

KENYA
The Media Council of Kenya Promoting good standards

of media practice and
community access to
information

Adjudication of cases against
journalists
Build media safety and security
capacity
Issue joint statements

Media professional groups in
Kenya including; Kenya Union
of Journalists (KUJ), The Kenya
Editors’ Guild (KEG), Kenya
Correspondents Association,
Kenya Freelancers Association

Enforce professional
standards among their
membership
Mobilise membership for
joint activities and lobbying

Document and , publicise cases
of threats on their members
Issue joint statements
Build members security and
safety capacity.

CSOs and media support
organisations including
ARTICLE19, Association of
Media Women and Kenya Media
Sector Working Group

Advocacy for freedom of
expression

Conduct research and legal
analysis
Conduct awareness campaigns
Document and publicise threats
on media
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The Media Sector Response

Team (MESERT)

Monitoring and
coordinating safety
responses for journalists
during the pandemic

Support the resilience of media
practitioners

News Media organisations
including Nation Media Group,
the Standard Group plc, Radio
Africa Group, Royal Media
Services and Mediamax Ltd

Producing and
disseminating news and
shouldering the bulk of the
threats

Document and publicise threats
to media

The African Policing Civilian

Oversight Forum (APCOF)

An oversight organization
that monitors police
conduct and the rule of law
in general

Documenting threats
Lobbying police leadership to
uphold rule of law
Issuing joint statements

Kenya National Commission on

Human Rights

Plays an oversight role on
the respect and observance
of human rights. They are a
good partner in engaging
with the government on the
observation of freedom of
expression and of the
media.

Document and publish threats
Engage government agencies
Hear and adjudicate cases in
their tribunal
Issue statements

RWANDA
FOE online and Digital Rights
activists

Advocacy for freedom of
expression

Issues statements
Document and publish incidents

Media organisations like AFIA
AMANI Media Grands Lacs,
Ubumwe Newspaper, Radio
Public Africaine, Izuba Radio,
Rwanda Chronicles, Rwanda
News Agency, Rwanda
Dispatch, Mille Collines Info,
APA News Radio Salus, and
Amahoro Newspaper

Producing and
disseminating news and
shouldering the bulk of the
threats

Document and publicise threats
to media

CSOs like Rwanda Legal Aid
Forum, Rwanda Bar Association

Legal aid Legal aid and Legal
representation

The African Policing Civilian
Oversight Forum (APCOF)

An oversight organization
that monitors police
conduct and the rule of law
in general

Documenting threats
Lobbying police leadership to
uphold rule of law
Issuing joint statements

South Sudan
Local media organisations like
Hot in Juba, Mayardit FM, Juba
Monitor Daily, Radio Miraya, Al

These are key stakeholders
being news organisations
and under threat during

Issuing joint statements,
documenting and reporting
abuse
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Mougif radio, Equatorial
Broadcasting Corporation and
Eye Radio

and even after the
pandemic.

Participating in capacity building
activities to build their safety and
security.

International Media and human
rights watchdogs including
Committee for the Protection of
Journalists (CPJ), Internews,
IFEX and Amnesty
International,

Have a historical interest in
the human rights situation
in this country and have
documented evidence of
violations.

Issuing joint statements
Mobilizing national and
international pressure

Defenddefenders Has expertise and resources
to protect human rights
defenders under threat

Building resilience of those
under threat

Local NGOS such as South
Sudan NGO Forum, South
Sudan Human Rights
Defenders, South Sudan Law
Society (SSLS), and Community
Empowerment for Progress
Organisation (CEPO)

Local organization
promoting respect for
human rights in this
country.

Issue joint statements
Organise press conferences
Conduct awareness campaigns
Lobby security and regulatory
authorities

The African Policing Civilian
Oversight Forum (APCOF)

An oversight organization
that monitors police
conduct and the rule of law
in general

Documenting threats
Lobbying police leadership to
uphold rule of law
Issuing joint statements

UGANDA
Freedom of Expression Hub
(FOE-HUB)

Policy review, Litigation,
legal advice

Research, legal opinions

Human Rights Network for
Journalists (HRNJ-U)

Advocacy for journalists
rights, legal defence for
journalists, Training and
capacity building

Engagement with stakeholders,
security agencies, documentation
of violations, prosecution of
perpetrators, naming and
shaming perpetrators

Foundation for Human Rights
Initiative

Policy review and advocacy
Research and monitoring

Joint campaigns, press
statements

Uganda Media Owners’
Association

Media advocacy and
lobbying
Media management,
influencers with power

Joints statements, joint
campaigns, logistical support
required to protect journalists

Defenders Protection Initiative Promotion of safety and
security

Trainings, development of
security protocols

Network for Public Interest
Lawyers

Policy review and legal
representation strategic
litigation

Research, legal opinions, joint
statements

CEPIL- Centre for Public Interest
Litigation

Policy review and legal
representation. Litigation

Research, legal opinions, joint
statements

Africa Freedom of Information
Centre (AFIC)

International advocacy
Collective campaigns

Joint statements and campaigns.
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IFEX (formerly the International
Freedom of Expression
Exchange)

International advocacy
Collective campaigns

Joint statements and campaigns.

Africa Media Initiative International advocacy
Capacity building

Trainings, development of
training manuals

The African Policing Civilian
Oversight Forum (APCOF)

An oversight organization
that monitors police
conduct and the rule of law
in general

Documenting threats
Lobbying police leadership to
uphold rule of law
Issuing joint statements

Media professional groups such
as Uganda Media Sector
Working Group (UMSWG),
Uganda Editors’ Guild, Uganda
Journalists Union, Uganda
Journalists Association

Enforce professional
standards among their
membership
Mobilise membership for
joint activities and lobbying

Document and , publicise cases
of threats on their members
Issue joint statements
Build members security and
safety capacity.

Uganda Human Rights
Commission (UHRC)

Plays an oversight role on
the respect and observance
of human rights. They are a
good partner in engaging
with the government on the
observing of freedom of
expression and of the
media.

Document and publish threats
Engage government agencies
Hear and adjudicate cases in
their tribunal
Issue statements

6. MONITORING AND EVALUATION PLAN
At ACME, we believe that advocacy often only provides partial results, and thus our advocacy
team will engage in continuous monitoring and evaluation of our progress towards
achievement of the three main objectives of this strategy.

During the process, they will be documenting the key activities that are going well and those
that are not. The evaluation will be based on the quality and impact of activities. Among the
questions that the team will be asking are; why some actions went well and others did not, and
why some activities had the desired impact while others did not.

Both process evaluation (how you worked) and impact evaluation (what changed) need to be
considered.
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7. ANNEXES
1. Work plan

Key Activities J F M A M J J A S O N D 2nd Year
Strategic Objective ONE: Strengthening the capacity of journalists and media houses to effectively respond to emerging
safety and security threats in the course of their work

1 Organise at least one engagement with media
owners on the safety and protection of
journalists

2 Regular engagement with security organisations
on the need to safeguard the safety and
protection of journalists

3 Together with media houses, develop safety and
protection plans/protocols for their journalists

4 Review and document all legal cases against
journalists and media houses in each country,
including their status

5 Hire lawyers/law firms to provide the required
legal support to the journalists and media houses

Strategic Object TWO: Ensure the review and repeal of retrogressive laws and policies that affect media freedom in
Uganda

1 Legal analysis of the laws and policies that affect
media freedom in the region

2 Institute court cases (strategic litigation) against
retrogressive legal provisions practices against
media freedom and freedom of expression in
Uganda
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3 Engage relevant government entities to review
and repeal retrogressive legal provisions in and
policies

4 Partner with regional and international freedom
of expression support organisations for technical
support in conducting legal analysis of the
existing laws and policies that affect media
freedom and safety
Strategic Object THREE: Raise awareness about the importance of a free and independent media in fostering democracy
Develop IEC materials with key messages

Lobby heads of security agencies to work closely
with media agencies and streamline the
partnership to address violations and establish
mechanisms to stop such violations.

Engage regulatory agencies such as Uganda
Communications Commission, Kenya
Communications Commission, and Rwanda
Utilities Regulatory Authority to adopt less
belligerent regulation practices.

Promote and strengthen media self-regulation
mechanisms in the different countries

Support and strengthen media professional
bodies in the region in a bid to spearhead
professionalism among journalists.

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
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Risk Likelihood Consequence Mitigation

Contextual
Governments move to implement and pass
more retrogressive media laws and media
policies, making media attacks justifiably
legal

Very likely Affects project
implementation

ACME and partners are engaging
with different stakeholders to review
the current retrogressive laws and
advocate for their repeal

Institutional
Partners’ staff and offices are continuously
attacked for their work on media freedom in
the region

Very likely Failure to effectively
implement the project
activities due to fears

ACME and partners have
established safety measures to
protect both their staff, offices and
image among different development
and implementing partners

Operational
ACME and partners fail to secure enough
funding and partnership to implement the
proposed activities as planned

Unlikely Advocacy work is grossly
affected

ACME is engaging with a number of
funders and implementing partners
to secure funding and partnerships
so as to implement the proposed
activities in this strategy
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